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Sampling and Looping Digital Audio in the Classroom

Background: The procedures of sampling and looping digital audio have become an
accepted method for producing rhythm tracks in today’s popular music. Schools have
until recently been less likely to teach these digital-audio based techniques in classrooms,
relying on similar MIDI tools instead. Reasons for the choice of MIDI over digital audio
usually focused on the expense of digital audio software, the need for high-end
processors, and the complexity of digital audio. These hurdles are no longer existent, as
the computers of today can easily handle processing of digital audio, and the software
involved is inexpensive, or even free.

Procedures: I will demonstrate how to produce looped audio for no additional cost to a
school system that already feature computers with a sound card. Using the Pro Tools Free
software and public domain audio files easily found on the Internet, I will review the
procedure of putting together a simple percussion part one instrument at a time and then
adding effects to that loop. I will close with a discussion of how to translate these loops
into an actual song.
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Definitions

• Sample: Recorded block of audio
representing an electro-acoustic event

• Encoding digital audio into RAM
– !Recording

– Storage

– Playback

Looping

• Repeating a sample or series of samples to
produce a rhythmic pattern

• Ripping -- Sampling a portion of
prerecorded music to use as a background
loop

• !Copyright issues

Advantages

• Repeatability

• Clarity

• Editability

• Instant Access

• Easy Storage

Traditional MIDI Advantages

• Small file size

• Ability to transpose

• Change tempo

• Quantization
IN OUT THRU

MIDI

Resources

• Sampling Zone
http://www.synthzone.com/sampling.htm

• Hard Disk Recording for Musicians
David Huber

• Experiencing Music Technology
Williams and Webster

• Pro Tools Free http://www.digidesign.com
• rrepp@null.net


